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The Amazing Adventures of SuperStan   
Costume Information for Main Cast! 

Wednesday, August 16, 2017. 
Dear Parents and Caregivers, 
 
Our wonderful musical ‘SuperStan’ is approaching and it is time to begin organising costumes! Costumes will be 
required for the full dress rehearsal in Week 7.  
 
The characters in SuperStan are literally straight from a comic book, so achieving a fun and colourful style is essential. 
However, try to avoid the ‘explosion in a paint factory’ look by picking out a few bright colours for each set of 
characters and trying to stick to those as a colour scheme.  

Curly and Wurly - bright blue/purple fuzzy wigs with a white top and blue/purple dungarees. WIGS 

OVERALLS 

Evil scientists - traditional white lab-coats with purple/blue bow ties and braces, topped 
with Einstein hairstyles and glasses.  

LAB COATS 

WIGS 

GLASSES 

The Lollie King- could complete the evil line-up with purple tuxedo, waistcoat, trousers and 
top hat with frilly shirt and possibly sport an eccentric curly moustache.  

BRIGHT TUX 

FRILLY SHIRT 

FAKE MO 

Minions- a fun, uniformed approach is required and may include blue dungarees with yellow 
t-shirts topped with hats and goggles.  

YELLOW SHIRTS 

BLUE PANTS 

The citizens - costumed simply and uniformly, sticking to the same colours for all. The style 
could be based upon an era such as the 1950s, perhaps with colourful dresses and skirts or 
jackets and ties with headscarves or hats.  

50s CLOTHES 

SCARVES 

HATS 

The Bogeyman’s costume - really has to match his name - a bright green lycra suit and 
glasses, with a green or yellow fuzzy wig and cape.  

MORPH SUIT 

GLASSES 

YELLOW WIG 

CAPE 

SuperStan - must look like a real superhero, and adapting an easily sourced, ready-made 
superhero is probably the best way to achieve this. Ensure you make SuperStan look unique, 
altering lettering to read ‘SuperStan’ or a lightning bolt “S”. The costume should include an 
eye-mask, cape and boots - and perhaps even a hood and gloves! Do not forget the anti-
gravity pants, a rather large pair of comical white Y-fronts that fit over the top of the 
Superhero suit.  

COSTUME/CAPE 



Stan, as his mortal self - must look as un-superhero-like as possible. A shirt, bow tie and 
tank-top with trousers and glasses, perhaps in unassuming brown, will set him apart from 
his Superhero alter ego.  

BROWN 

PANTS/SHIRT 

BOW TIE 

GLASSES 

His best friend, DC, on the other hand, must look much more colourful and fun - bright 
dungarees with a t-shirt and backwards facing cap.  

BRIGHT CLOTHES 

Crumblies - a grey wig is a must for Gran with a pair of round glasses perched on the end of 
her nose. Grey “talc” hair for the others would be good, or even wigs to create bald patches 
or a blue-rinse. They are training for a marathon, so brightly coloured shorts/leggings and 
vests/shirts with accessories such as leg warmers and sweat bands, longer socks and sock 
suspenders for the men for a really authentic “elderly” feel. 

GREY WIGS 

LEGGINGS 

LEG WARMERS 

HEAD/SWEAT 

BANDS 

The Mayor- needs to look like a smart and flamboyant civic leader, so a colourful suit and tie 
would be perfect. His chain of office can be made simply with round plastic lids linked 
together with string and sprayed gold.  

COLOURFUL SUIT 

TIE 

BEG/BRIEF CASE 

Our narrators Max and Sunny- both need bold and fun outfits to emphasise their status as 
Megaville’s most famous broadcasters. Max could be in a loud, brightly coloured checked 
suit with a boldly coloured shirt, tie and glasses. Sunny could be in a similarly bright suit or 
dress (depending on the gender chosen) and have a fun, bright wig, appearing with different 
accessories each scene depicting the weather; a raincoat and umbrella when it is raining, for 
instance.  

CHECKED SUIT 

COLOURED 

SUIT/SHIRTS 

TIE 

GLASSES 

BRIGHT WIG 

The Marines - should wear camouflaged attire with berets. BERETS 

Private Keep Out - needs a tutu rather than trousers for one of his scenes. TUTU 

Reporters - Black trousers and brightly coloured shirts and ties are simple but effective for 
the reporters, perhaps with a pair of glasses, a traditional trilby hat and a camera round 
their neck. Above all, remember that a fun and colourful “comic book” style is essential and 
you can never have too many wigs, glasses and stripy socks! 

 

BRIGHT SHIRTS 

TIES 

TRILBY HATS 

WIGS 

GLASSES 

STRIPED SOCKS 

 
 
 

Regards, 
 
 
Michelle Hulme 
Principal 


